
The study, undertaken by the otorhinolaryngology (Ear Nose and Throat or ENT) department at Northwick Park Hospital, North West London, showed the “in-use” efficacy of Tristel wipes in cleaning nasendoscopes of bacteria, fungi and mycobacteria to be 100%.

The Tristel wipes system is a unique, patented decontamination method for small flexible endoscopes and ultrasound probes. It comprises a pre-clean wipe to remove surface soiling, a sporicidal wipe that kills harmful organisms within 30 seconds, and a rinse wipe.

Tristel CEO, Paul Swinney, commented: “The Northwick Park Hospital study adds to the body of scientific evidence demonstrating the superiority of the wipes system over other, longer established methods. The wipes system for ENT is becoming established as the universal “gold standard” for nasendoscope decontamination in countries where it has been approved for use. These include the UK, Germany, Italy, Spain, Australia and Hong Kong. We anticipate that the wipes system will be approved by the Chinese authorities later this year.”
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